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Cooperative effects in a one-photon micromaser with atomic polarization
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We study the cooperative effects in a one-photon micromaser with atomic polarization. We find that the
injected polarization makes the micromaser more insensitive to cooperative effects as compared to the unpo-
larized case. Although probability diffusion in phase space takes place and spikes develop in the average
photon number, the squeezing properties of the cotangent states are more affected by the cavity losses than by
the presence of two atoms in the micromaser cavity.@S1050-2947~97!10002-6#

PACS number~s!: 84.40.Ik
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Cooperative effects have been shown to be importan
micromasers. It was found that the effects of having t
simultaneously and fully inverted atoms in the one-pho
micromaser produces a strong disruption in the trapp
states, for a low photon number@1,2#. On the other hand, it is
known that when two-level atoms are injected into a mic
maser in a coherent superposition of their levels, the fi
inside may evolve into a pure state, if the atom-field inter
tion time obeys a trapping condition@3,4#. These states
calledcotangent states,were shown to exhibit squeezing o
one of their quadratures for a wide range of parameters@5#.
In the present communication we will deal with the proble
of how the above-mentioned cotangent states are affecte
cooperativity as well as cavity losses.

We consider the single-mode cavity into which a mono
ergetic beam of two-level atoms is injected in a coher
superposition of its levels. The interaction of the atom-fie
system will be described by the Jaynes-Cummings Ham
tonian, which in the interaction picture and in the dipole a
rotating-wave approximations is given by

V5\g~as11a†s2!, ~1!

whereg is the coupling constant between the atom and fie
s2 ~s1! is the lowering~raising! operator for the atom, and
a (a†) is the annihilation~creation! operator for the field
mode. We assume an exact resonance between the a
transition and field frequencies.

Slosser and Meystre@4# showed that the field pumpe
with a monokinetic atomic beam will evolve into a cotange
state if the following conditions are full-filled:~a! the atomic
flux is low enough that there is at most one atom at a ti
inside the cavity;~b! the atoms are injected into the cavity
a coherent superposition of their two levels, i.e., the ini
state of every atom is described by the state vector

uca&5cgug&1ceue&, ~2!

whereug& andue& represent the ground and excited states
the atom, respectively, withucgu21uceu251; ~c! the decay
time of the cavity is large enough compared to the atom-fi
interaction time, so that cavity losses may be neglected;~d!
the interaction timet obeys the trapping condition
551050-2947/97/55~3!/2471~4!/$10.00
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gtANu115pp with p,Nu integers; ~3!

and ~e! the initial field is such that the probabilities forn
.Nu are zero. If the above conditions are satisfied, then
steady state, the nonvanishing field density-matrix eleme
will lie within a block in the Fock space bound by a max
mum photon numberNu .

In a more realistic model of micromaser, the Poisson
injection of atoms must be considered. Then, ift5t i andt i11
are the instants at which thei th and (i11)th atoms enter the
cavity, respectively, the probability distribution for the inte
valsDt i[t i112t i will obey

P~Dt i !5
e2Dt i /Dt

Dt
, ~4!

whereDt is the average time between consecutive atoms
To simulate the operation of a micromaser, we assu

that the intervals between atoms obey Eq.~4! and we con-
sider events up to two atoms inside the cavity. Atomic flux
lower than 500 atoms/s have been reached in experime
interaction times are of the order of microseconds, giving
average close to 1023 atoms simultaneously inside the ca
ity, so that the above assumption is quite reasonable@6#.

In practice, the simulation is composed of the three ba
events shown in Fig. 1. IfDt i21 ,Dt i>t @Fig. 1~a!#, the state
of the field at the instant just after thei th atom has left the
cavity will be described by

r f~ t i1t!5Trat UI~t!ra f~ t i !UI
†~t!, ~5!

where UI is the well-known evolution operator of th
Jaynes-Cummings model andra f(t)5ra^ r f(t i), where
ra5uca&^cau, with uca& given by Eq. ~2!, represents the
state of the atom-field system at the instant that the a
enters the cavity. When eitherDt i or Dt i21 is smaller thant,
a two-atom event will occur. Let us suppose, without loss
generality, thatDt i21>t andDt i,t, with Dt i1Dt i11.t.
During the intervalDt i5t2Dt i the i th and (i11)th atoms
will interact simultaneously with the field. The state of th
whole system at the instant that thei th atom leaves will be
given by
2471 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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r~ t i1t!5UII ~Dt i !ra^ @UI~Dt i !ra f~ t i !UI
†~Dt i !#UII

† ~Dt i !,
~6!

whereUII is the time evolution operator for the two-ato
system interacting with the cavity field@1#. Now two possi-
bilities arise: the (i11)th atom may leave either before o
after a new atom enters the cavity. In the first case@Fig.
1~b!#, just after that atom has left, the state of the field will

r f~ t i111t!5Trat~ i11!$UI~Dt i !Trat~ i !@r~ t i1t!#UI
†~Dt i !%,

~7!

with r(t i1t) given in Eq.~6!. But if a new atom enters a
t5t i12 , with Dt i11,t @Fig. 1~c!#, a two-atom event will
again occur. The state of the whole system at that instant
be

r~ t i12!5ra^UI~Dt i1Dt i112t!Trat~ i !@r~ t i1t!#

3UI
†~Dt i1Dt i112t!, ~8!

and just after this last atom has left the resonator, the fi
inside will be described by

r f~ t i121t!5Trat~ i12!$UI~Dt i11!Trat~ i11!

3@UII ~Dt i11!r~ t i12!

3UII
† ~Dt i11!#UI

†~Dt i11!%. ~9!

Here we also include cavity losses by assuming that the
laxation time of the fieldg21 is much larger than the fligh
time of an atom, so that they are significant only while the
are no atoms inside the resonator. In those intervals the

FIG. 1. Poissonian injection of atoms.~a! Dt i ,Dt i21.t and we
have either zero or one atom inside the cavity.~b! Dt i,t and
Dt i11 ,Dt i21.t. Two atom events take place.~c! Dt i ,Dt i11,t
andDt i21.t. Two-atom events occur twice.
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will decay according to the master equation of a damp
harmonic oscillator, which, in the absence of thermal ph
tons, is

ṙn,m52~g/2!@~n1m!rn,m22A~n11!~m11!rn11,m11#.
~10!

It is not difficult to show that the solution of Eq.~10! is

rn,m~ t !5e2g~n1m!t/2rn,m~0!

1(
j51

`

)
k51

j

A~n1k!~m1k!e2g~n1m!t/2

3
~12e2gt! j

j !
rn1 j ,m1 j~0!. ~11!

We describe some numerical results. We took for all ca
g5105 @7#. In order to show the probability diffusion due t
cooperative effects we have neglected losses and chos
smallNu and a relatively large population in the atomic u
per state. The atomic flux is such that there is an averag
0.024 atom simultaneously in the cavity. In Fig. 2~a! we
show the field density-matrix elements~absolute value! after
800 atoms have crossed the cavity, and one can already
small hill betweenn510 and 15, clearly indicating that th
trap already has a small leak. This effect is of course m
evident after 2500 atoms@Fig. 2~b!#. The fact that for larger
Nu’s the probability diffusion is smaller@1# can be attributed
to the fact that the time spent by the two atoms within t
cavity is now shorter and therefore the damaging effect in
trapping is diminished.

In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, we have plotted̂n& and^(Dn)2&,
respectively, versus number of atoms for the following cas
~i! a cotangent state,~ii ! the same cotangent state with coo

FIG. 2. Absolute value of the reduced field density matrix for
atomic flux of 1500 atoms/s,Nu53, and uceu250.9 after ~a! 800
and ~b! 2500 atoms.
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erative effects, and~iii ! the same as~ii ! with cavity losses.
We notice that cooperative effects produce spikes and fl
tuations in the average photon number. However, the gen
trend of thê n& curve is not going up dramatically with tim
as compared to the unpolarized case@1#. This can be under-
stood intuitively. In the case of inverted atoms the stea
state photon distribution of the field is ad function placed in
the upper corner of the trapping block, while in the case
polarized atoms the distribution is spread throughout
block and therefore it will take a longer time to diffuse fro
it. On the other hand, field losses lower the average pho
number, as expected, and introduce noise in both^n& and
^(Dn)2&, masking the cooperative effects.

Figure 4 shows the variance of the phase quadraturY
5(a2a†)/2i as a function of the number of atoms for th
same three cases of Fig. 3. We observe here that the sq
ing properties of the cotangent states are extremely robu
cooperative effects, which otherwise seem to be very
structive. Squeezing is a delicate effect that is strongly
fected by cavity losses, as shown in the curve with loss
We should stress that the cavity losses considered here
not particularly low since much betterQ factors have been
experimentally obtained@8#. A more detailed analysis o
losses in a micromaser was made by Qamar and Zubairy@9#.

Finally, in Fig. 5 we show the entropy versus the numb
of atoms corresponding to the parameters of Figs. 3 an

FIG. 3. ~a! Average photon number and~b! photon number vari-
ance versus the number of atoms for the cotangent state~dashed
line!, with cooperative effects and no losses~full line! and coopera-
tive effects and losses~dotted line!. The parameters taken ar
p51 @Eq. ~3!#, Nu55, atomic flux equal to 1000 atoms/s,uceu2

50.8, Q5108.
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We observe that cooperative effects produce only mi
changes in the purity of the trapped states. However, we
still recognize the cooperative spikes that tend to decay
almost, but not quite, the zero entropy value. On the ot
hand, cavity losses have a very destructive effect on the
rity of the field.

It is striking to observe the difference between the lar
spikes seen in̂n& @Fig. 3~a!# versus the insensitivity of the
variance ofY at the instants at which two-atom events ta
place ~Fig. 4!. Keeping in mind the fact that, for typica
values of atomic fluxes this kind of event is very rare a
when one of them occurs it takes only a very small fract
of the total interaction time between one atom and the fie
we may expand the time evolution operator for two ato
interacting with the field in terms of the small parametere
[(p/ANu11)Dt/t, whereDt is the time the two atoms
spend together in the cavity andt the atomic flight time. We
find that the additional contributions tôn& and ^(DY)2&
introduced by a two-atom event are, respectively,

FIG. 5. Entropy versus the number of atoms for the cotang
state~dashed line!, with cooperative effects~dotted line! and coop-
erative effects and losses~full line! for the parameters of Fig. 3.

FIG. 4. Phase quadrature variance versus number of atom
the cotangent state~dashed line!, with cooperative effects and no
losses~full line! and cooperative effects and losses~dotted line!, for
the same parameters as in Fig. 3.
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d^n&522e ImFAcg* ce(
m

Am11r̄ f
m11,mG1O~e2! ~12!

and

d^~DY!2&5O~e2!, ~13!

wherer̄ f is the field density matrix just before that event. A
we can see,d^n& ~linear ine! is more affected by cooperativ
effects thand^(DY)2& ~quadratic ine!.

Summarizing the findings of the present work, we show
that, in agreement with the unpolarized case, cooperative
fects cause the trapping blocks in phase space to leak an
h

er

.

d
f-
the

original pure cotangent state becomes impure and develo
finite ~nonzero! entropy. In spite of this, it is most remark
able, as shown above, that the squeezing properties of t
states are only slightly altered by events of two atoms be
simultaneously inside the cavity. As a matter of fact, w
show in the present work that cavity losses act as a m
more efficient squeezing-spoiling agent, as compared to
operative effects.
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